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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO0048233A1] The invention relates to a device (1) for transporting objects between a first clean room (4) and a second clean room (5)
which can belong to different classes of clean rooms and in which different air pressures prevail. The inventive device comprises the following
components: A vertical transporting device (6) which is guided through an opening (7) situated in a ceiling (3) of the first clean room (4) and situated
in a floor of the second clean room (5); a vertically travelling transport element (8) of the vertical transport device that has a first final position which
is located inside the first clean room (4) and has a second final position which is located in the second clean room (5); a lock device (9) which
occludes the cross section of the vertical transport device (6), said lock device comprising at least two lock doors (10, 11) which are interspaced in a
direction of transport and which delimit a chamber of the lock (13) located therebetween, and; at least one transfer device with which an object can
be transferred from a transport system located in the second clean room (5) to the transport element (8) located in the second final position thereof
and can be transferred in an opposite direction, and/or with which the object can be transferred from the transport element (8) located in the final
position thereof to a processing station located in the first clean room (4) and can be transferred in an opposite direction, whereby one of the final
positions of the transport element (8) is arranged inside the chamber of the lock.
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